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Conclusion
Methods

This project is a study of rape by Boko Haram and ISIS,
specifically whether these groups’ strategic rape of women
should be considered a form of terrorism. This project aims
to give the women who have suffered such brutalization a
voice and to learn what their experiences teach us, perhaps
to save other women from experiencing similar atrocities.
Testimony of women who had suffered rape by Boko Haram
and ISIS was coded to ascertain whether this type of rape
should be considered a new form of gender-based terrorism.
This study determined that rape should be examined as a
national security issue as well as a human rights issue,
obligating the international community to respond as such.

Abstract

Most academics focus on either the best strategies to defeat
these organizations, or the threat they pose to the
international community. Few authors have written about
the people who suffer directly at the hands of these
terrorist groups, nor considered their testimony and
experiences as critical in the understanding of why ISIS and
Boko Haram have been so effective. In studying this subject,
a voice is reclaimed by people who cannot speak for
themselves.
Additionally, it is important that we reexamine how we
view terrorism, because in our current model, we organize
terrorist groups into types, and their behavior along with
them. This ignores the nuances in terrorist behavior and
allows them to continue to perpetrate crimes such as mass
rape without the particular legal consequences that would
follow from rape being considered a form of terrorism.

Results

DiscussionHistorical	Background

• Historical Analysis of activities of Boko Haram and ISIS

• Testimony	Analysis,	from	rape	survivors,	coded	for	the	
following	themes:
• Impregnation
• Fetishized	sex
• Gift	exchange
• Forced	conversion
• Forced	labor
• Torture
• Ransom

• Bosnia-Herzegovina	(former	Yugoslavia)
• In	1990s,	Serbian	soldiers	engaged	in	revenge-rape	targeted	at	Bosnian	Muslim	
women	to	assert	religious	and	political	dominance;	rapes	often	resulted	in	long-
lasting	gynecological	problems	due	to	extreme	brutality

• Boko	Haram	(northern	Nigeria,	parts	of	Cameroon,	Chad	and	Niger)
• Jihadist	organization	famous	for	the	2014	Chibok	girls	kidnapping;		founded	in	
2009	by	Mohammed	Yusuf	and	led	by	Abubakar	Shekau	

• Targets	Christian	ethno-religious	minority in	northern	Nigeria	
• Christians	comprise	a	larger	percentage	of	the	population	in	in	southern	
Nigeria,	where	economy	is	far	more	stable.	

• Boko	Haram	has	used	this	and	their	religious	difference	to	scapegoat	and	
gain	support	against	them

• ISIS	(Syria	and	Iraq)
• A	terrorist	organization	known	for	its	capture	of	Mosul,	the	Sinjar	massacre,	and	
publicized	beheadings;	at	one	point	controlled	a	large	area	it	called	a	“caliphate”	

• Persecutes	the	Yazidis,	a	religious	minority	in	northern	Iraq	and	Kurdistan,	
whose	religion	combines	elements	of	Zoroastrianism,	Islam,	and	other	
traditional	beliefs	from	the	region	before	the	Islamic	conquest
• ISIS	considers	the	Yazidis	infidels	and	therefore	legitimate	targets

• Rape	of	women	is	viewed	as	a	means	of	decimating	the	
targeted	population.

• ISIS	specifically	targets	Yazidi	women	both	to	satisfy	
their	sexual	appetites	and	to	destroy	the	community,	
one	of	their	explicit	goals.

• Boko	Haram	specifically	targets	Christian	women	to	
wipe	out	that	community.	

• Both	groups	use	the	kidnapping	and	raping	of	women	as	
ways	to	help	their	organizations.

• The	rape	of	women	by	ISIS	and	Boko	Haram	is	
a	form	of	gender-based	terrorism.	

Theoretical	Context
Theoretical	Approaches	to	Weaponized	Rape:
• A	cheap,	easily	accessible	form	of	warfare	providing	a	
feeling	of	camaraderie	for	a	battalion

• A	form	of	genocide
• A	crime	unto	itself	
regardless	of	war

• A	proxy	for	fighting
– women’s	bodies	
as	battlefield	–
helping	to	reclaim	
masculinity	during
conflict
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